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1 Introduction
Heavy duty gas turbines often exhibit a scatter in aerodynamic performance. This
scatter is caused by, among other things, geometry variations induced by the manufactur-
ing process. To take into account the scatter in performance, margin adaptation factors
are applied after the design. A more accurate modeling of the impact of manufacturing
variations (MVs) would therefore lead to a reduction in performance variation and thus
higher overall efficiency, if included in the blade design process.
The analysis of MVs consists of two parts: the modeling of MVs and their impact
evaluation. A first approach to investigate the impact of MVs is presented by Garzon and
Darmofal [1]. The authors use low-fidelity coordinate measuring machine (CMM) scans of
a compressor blade to model the MVs and evaluate their impact with a 2D boundary layer
flow solver coupled with Monte Carlo simulations. Duffner [2] also adopts this method for
turbine vanes. A high-fidelity approach is presented by Lange et al. [3] who use optical
white-light scans of compressor blades, while using RANS in conjunction with a Monte
Carlo simulation to quantify the impact.
In order to circumvent the computational cost of RANS evaluations, Giebmanns et al.
[4] employ an adjoint solver to investigate the impact of leading edge geometry variations
on Quasi-3D compressor blade sections. A similar adjoint approach, for the impact anal-
ysis of MVs on a gas turbine blade is used by Zamboni et al. [5], who use one CMM
measurement to assess the impact on aerodynamic performance. Yang et al. [6] also em-
ploy an adjoint solver to study the impact of MVs on a multistage steam turbine assuming
Gaussian distributed blade thickness.
The main limitation of the adjoint method is the linearization of the governing Navier-
Stokes equations, while assuming that the impact of MVs is small enough to be regarded
as linear. These studies, however, focus solely on the application of adjoint methodology
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Figure 1: Adjoint-based Toolchain for Impact Evaluation
for impact assessment without a thorough investigation with real MVs. The main aim of
this paper is therefore to demonstrate that the impact of MVs on turbine blades can be
considered linear and can be evaluated by the adjoint method.
The first part of this work details how the adjoint method is used to evaluate the
impact of MVs, introducing an adjoint-based process toolchain. For the second part, the
limitation and capabilities of two adjoint solvers are investigated, using a public subsonic
1.5-stage axial turbine test case [7]. In the third part, the adjoint toolchain is applied
to an industrial turbine vane for which 102 white light scans are analyzed. The MVs
are directly modeled by means of mesh morphing and are used to validate the adjoint
evaluation approach with finite differences.
2 Impact Evaluation with Adjoint
The impact evaluation of MVs with an adjoint CFD solver requires three steps:
• perform a primal CFD evaluation of the baseline geometry
• compute one adjoint solution for each objective function
• provide deformed mesh files representing the manufacturing variations
The key process steps for the impact analysis are outlined in Figure 1. At first the baseline
geometry is evaluated with a steady RANS computation. Then the adjoint computation
with regard to a chosen objective is carried out. To evaluate the impact of MVs, the
adjoint sensitivities are multiplied with a surface deformation vector field, which is based
on the baseline and the deformed mesh surface coordinates. The impact of MVs is thus
expressed in form of an objective gradient.
2.1 Computational Methods
In this work, the turbomachinery CFD suite Trace 9.1 developed at the German
Aerospace Center (DLR) is used. The baseline geometry is generated with an in-house
blade generator, while the mesh generation is performed using Autogrid 5. The tur-
bine vane blade scans are analyzed as detailed in section 4.1 and use Trace Prep [8], the
preprocessor of Trace, to perform a mesh morphing of the blade surface to create the
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deformed meshes. The adjoint sensitivity is then calculated with AdjointTrace. Cur-
rently two different versions of AdjointTrace are available: a hand-derived (HD) and an
algorithmic-differentiated (AD) version.
The HD version is a discrete adjoint solver, which applies manual differentiations and
finite differences to compute the finite volume cell flux across each cell [9]. For the
computation of the adjoint HD solution the constant eddy viscosity (CEV) assumption is
applied, which means that the turbulent quantities of the primal computation are frozen
[10].
The AD version is also a discrete adjoint flow solver, based on reverse mode differen-
tiation of the primal solver [11]. The advantage of AD is that the complete CFD code
is differentiated including turbulence models. Furthermore, the adjoint solver inherits
the same convergence behavior as the primal computation [12]. The main disadvantage,
however, is the high demand in memory, which compared to the primal computation has
a factor of at least eight [12].
3 Evaluation of Adjoint CFD Solvers
In order to compare the two adjoint solvers, a NACA-like parametrization is applied
to the rotor of an axial 1.5-stage turbine to validate the adjoint-generated gradients with
finite differences.
3.1 Testcase Description
The subsonic 1.5-stage axial flow turbine consists of a stator-rotor-stator configuration
and the measurements on the test case ”Aachen Turbine” were carried out at the Institute
of Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery at RWTH Aachen, Germany. The turbine is used
as general CFD validation test case and has been extensively studied numerically and
experimentally. Figure 2 lists the basic turbine parameters and shows a two-dimensional
blade schematic. Both stators and the rotor are prismatic. The computational domain is
setup using the steady measurement configuration data with an average mass flow around
8 kg/s as described in the ERCOFTAC-Testcase 6 [7].
Stator 1 Rotor 1 Stator 2
Tip Diameter [mm] 600 600 600
Hub Diameter [mm] 490 490 490
Rotational Speed [rpm] - 3500 -
Number of Blades [-] 36 41 36
Radial Gap [mm] - 0.7 -
Mesh Nodes 60,843 86,193 63,495
Radial Nodes 17 25 17
(a) Turbine and mesh data
(b) 2D schematic not in scale
Figure 2: Turbine schematic and design data
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3.2 Parameterization
Only the blade geometry of the rotor blade is parameterized, using the center of gravity
as stacking axis. The turbine blade parameters with the highest sensitivity in regard to
MVs, as shown by Scharfenstein et al. [13], are: stagger angle, maximum blade thickness
and maximum blade thickness curvature.
Therefore the parameters stagger angle α and maximum blade thickness D are chosen
for a parameter study. The parameters are varied each individually on five different rotor
blade sections at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% span, which are highlighted in Figure 2. For each
section the parameters are changed as defined in Equation 1. This results in six variations
per parameter, twelve per section and 60 deformations in total.
α = αBaseline · ξ
D = DBaseline · ξ with ξ ∈ {0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1.02, 1.05, 1.10} (1)
An example of the parameter variation magnitude for ±10% is shown in Figure 3a and 3b.
The stagger angle is varied up to 3.14◦, while the maximum blade thickness is changed up
to 1.4 mm. The surface between each section is interpolated with a quadratic polynomial
based on the surface parameters.
3.3 CFD Setup
For the inlet condition at the axial plane 0, as shown in Figure 2, a radial total pressure
and temperature distribution as well as a measured inlet flow angle is applied. For the
outlet condition a radial pressure distribution is set at axial plane 3. In order to couple
stationary and rotating blade rows a mixing plane approach is used. The fluid is assumed
(a) Stagger Angle (b) Maximum Blade Thickness
Figure 3: Effect of parameter deformation on rotor blade at 50% span
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to behave as an ideal gas with adiabatic walls. For the flow field of the ”Aachen Turbine”
transitions occurs on the first stator suction side and on the rotor suction side as reported
by Restemeier et al. [14].
As noticed by the authors [14], the Reynolds number is low enough so that transition
is expected. This has been confirmed by a computation using transition modeling. How-
ever, for stationary gas turbines the Reynolds number is so high that transition can be
neglected. Therefore in the present work only fully turbulent computations are carried out
with the k-ω turbulence model [15] in conjunction with Kato-Launder’s [16] stagnation
point anomaly fix.
The computational grid is very coarse with 210,531 nodes using wall-functions with an
average y+ ≈ 30. A mesh study is performed with an additional medium and fine mesh
with 810,835 and 1,287,975 nodes; confirming a difference in mass flow of below 0.01%
between the coarse and fine mesh as well as a difference in isentropic efficiency of 0.006
points. The coarse grid is therefore deemed acceptable.
3.4 Validation of Adjoint Trace
The AdjointTrace gradients are validated using finite differences, comparing the objec-
tives mass flow
.
m and isentropic (is) efficiency η, which is defined in Equation 2, using the
total enthalpy H at the inlet and outlet. The finite differences ∆Fnonlinear are calculated
from the baseline primal RANS calculation and a RANS computation of the deformed
geometry, as specified in Equation 3.
η =
H02 − H01
H02,is − H01 (2)
∆Fnonlinear = F (α,D)− Fnonlinear with F ∈ { .m, η} (3)
3.4.1 Primal and Adjoint Convergence
The L1-Residual of the primal RANS computation drops in 2,000 time steps by six
orders of magnitude in double precision and has a maximum residual of around 10−4. For
the AD AdjointTrace version the residual drops by five magnitudes for both objectives
in 2,500 time steps. The convergence of the HD AdjointTrace version stagnates after 300
time steps and has a magnitude reduction of around 2.5. This, however, is insufficient
to be considered converged. This is acknowledged and the comparison is continued to
compare the suitability of both versions for an industrial application.
3.4.2 Comparison of Adjoint Results
To validate the accuracy of the adjoint gradients, the relative gradient deviation is
calculated as shown in Equation 4.
∆FNonlinear −∆FAdjoint
∆FNonlinear
· 100 with F{ .m, η} (4)
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Figure 4: Impact on Mass Flow
Figure 4a and 4b show the mass flow gradients for a stagger and blade thickness vari-
ation for all five sections of the AachenTurbine rotor blade. The upper Figure quantifies
the absolute difference in mass flow with regard to the baseline, showing the finite differ-
ence (FD) gradients as well as the AD and HD adjoint gradients. In the lower part of
the Figure, the relative deviation of the adjoint gradients in regard to finite differences is
displayed in percent.
The mass flow impact for a change in stagger angle for all five sections shows a very
good agreement for the AD gradients, with a maximum deviation of ± 2 %. The HD
gradients, on the contrary, show a higher deviations of around -10% for section one to
four and around -60% deviation for section five.
For the blade thickness variation, the adjoint AD gradients also agree very well with
the finite differences, showing a deviation of ± 1% for section one to four, while section
five varies from +0.3% to -1.4%. The HD gradients have for the blade thickness variation
a higher deviation, compared to the AD gradients, leading to deviations for section one
to four of around -40%. In contrast, the deviation for the variation at section 5 is only
around +15%.
Effect on Isentropic Efficiency
In Figure 5a the impact on the isentropic efficiency for a variation in stagger is dis-
played. Compared to the mass flow objective, the deviations of the AD gradients have a
higher deviation of around ± 5% for all five sections, except for a 10% stagger variation
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Figure 5: Impact on Isentropic Efficiency
at 50% span. The HD sensitivities show a deviation of around +12% for the first four
sections and around −8% for section five.
In comparison to the stagger variation, the relative blade thickness gradient deviation
is one order of magnitude higher as highlighted by Figure 5b. At section one, the variation
ranges from +4% to -13% for the AD gradients. For the sections two, three and four the
deviations vary between +2% and -43%, while for section five the relative deviations are
between -11% and +4%. On the other side, the HD gradients depict an even greater
deviation, ranging from +35% at section five to −300% for section two and three.
Discussions
One of the reasons for the high deviation of the HD gradients is the insufficient order
in magnitude reduction of 2.5. However, the application of the AdjointTrace HD solver
by Giebmanns et al. [4] also showed a maximum relative gradient deviation of around
110% for a case with a residual magnitude reduction of four. Considering that a further
reduction in residual could not be achieved, this also indicates a limitation of the HD
AdjointTrace version.
From the results it can further be concluded that the adjoint gradients are more sen-
sitive to a variation in blade thickness, than stagger angle. This might be explained by
the variation in boundary layer loss, caused by the change in blade surface curvature and
flow acceleration on the rotor blade. Furthermore the isentropic efficiency objective has
a higher relative gradient deviation compared to the mass flow gradients. The results
additionally show that the isentropic efficiency sensitivity, for a thickness variation near
midspan, is slightly overestimated. This might be caused by the relatively coarse mesh in
radial direction, cf Figure 2a.
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Figure 6: Manufacturing Variation Analysis Steps
From the parameter study, it can be concluded that the AD AdjointTrace version is
better suited for an industrial application, introducing smaller gradient deviations and
thus providing more accuracy for an impact analysis with adjoint. Therefore only the AD
AdjointTrace version is used in the remaining part of this work.
4 Application to Heavy Duty Turbine Vane
The test case is a first row turbine vane close to a maximum power operating point.
In order to preserve the proprietary informations of the blade geometry, only scaled and
normalized values are shown. In total 102 turbine vane blades are analyzed using 3D
optical white light scans, which have a resolution accuracy of between 10-35 µm. This is
at least one order of magnitude below the turbine blade surface tolerances and therefore
sufficiently accurate to model the MVs.
Turbine blade casting involves manual production steps; after casting, the blade surface
is polished and grounded with a machine by hand.
Previous studies have used CMM or white light scans to collect MVs data, sampling
the data by principle component analysis [7] or through a parametrization approach [3].
The main limitation of both approaches is the reduction to a specific number of modes or
sections to model the MVs. This paper therefore uses a direct mesh morphing approach
to reduce the MVs modeling error.
The first part of this section describes the applied method to quantify the MVs. In
the second part, the adjoint mesh sensitivities are analyzed. The third part quantifies the
difference between the adjoint and finite difference gradients.
4.1 Manufacturing Variation Analysis
The manufacturing variation analysis steps are shown in Figure 6. The analysis starts
with two inputs: an optical scan of the manufactured blade, which stores the blade surface
geometry in an STL file format, and a two-dimensional Finite Element Model (FEM)
surface mesh file, from the baseline geometry. These files are used for the surface deviation
analysis, quantifying the manufacturing variation by using the distance in normal direction
between FEM node and STL surface.
For the comparison of the ”hot” CFD baseline geometry with the ”cold” manufactured
blade scans, the ”cold” FEM model needs to be transformed into a ”hot” state, repre-
senting the geometry deformation under hot working conditions. A cold to hot (C2H)
deformation vector field is therefore applied to the FEM nodes to transform the geometry
into a hot state. This assumes that the deformed surface nodes have a minor impact on
the C2H deformation vector field. To prove this assumption the structural and thermal
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analysis for the individual morphed FEM meshes were computed. Thereby, showing that
the introduced error is below 1% for the individual node C2H vector magnitude, for 98%
of all nodes.
Next a bilinear interpolation method is used to map the deviation values from each node
of the unstructured FEM model, onto the nodes of the structured CGNS. The deviation
vector for each CGNS node is then used as input for the mesh morphing tool Trace Prep.
Prep uses an elliptic mesh deformation algorithm as detailed in Voigt et al. [8] and is
applied to produce 102 deformed mesh geometries.
The applied mesh morphing, however, has lead to negative cell volumes near hub and
shroud, which are caused by the turbine vane fillets mesh cells near the end-wall. Therefore
the mesh morphing is only applied between 1-99% span. The deformations near the hub
and shroud end-wall are thus zero.
4.2 Adjoint Results
This part analyses the adjoint results qualitatively, before quantifying the impact of
the MVs and concludes with the computational cost of adjoint.
4.2.1 Computational Setup
The computational grid consists of around 480,000 nodes with the dimensionless wall
distance of y+ ≈ 30. On all surfaces wall functions are applied with adiabatic walls as
well as fillets near the hub and shroud.
For the turbine vane impact assessment two objectives are evaluated: mass flow and
pressure loss coefficient. The pressure loss coefficient is defined in Equation 5 and is used
to quantify the losses of the vane, using the total pressure at the vane inlet P01 and outlet
P02 in relation to the static pressure p02.
Y =
P01 − P02
P02 − p02
(5)
4.2.2 Adjoint Surface Sensitivity
The outcome of an AdjointTrace computation are sensitivities with regard to each
mesh node of the complete domain. To obtain sensitivities on the blade surface, an
additional adjoint mesh deformation has to be performed, as detailed in the publication
of Engels-Putzka and Backhaus [17].
Figure 7 shows the sensitivity map for the mass flow objective on the suction and
pressure side. A high negative sensitivity can be seen on the suction side as highlighted
by zone A. This indicates that an inward movement of the blade surface would increase
the mass flow. Zone A coincides with the region at which the flow reaches Mach 1 and an
increase in blade throat area would therefore benefit the mass flow. The highest negative
sensitivity for the mass flow is on the pressure side near the trailing edge (TE), showing
a switch between inward to outward movement of the TE blade surface. The surface
9
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inward movement in zone B would prevent the flow from entering a transonic regime and
thus would allow an increased mass flow. The outward movement in zone B near the TE
shows a high decrease in mass flow. This might be achieved through a reduction in TE
thickness by creating a sharper and longer TE.
The sensitivity of the pressure loss coefficient is displayed in Figure 8. The areas of
Figure 7: Mass flow surface sensitivities. Scaled suction and pressure side. Red/blue
color highlighting surface outward/inward movement in normal direction. Plus/minus
sign indicating increase/decrease in mass flow
Figure 8: Pressure loss coefficient surface sensitivities. Scaled suction and pressure
side. Red/blue color highlighting surface outward/inward movement in normal direction.
Plus/minus sign indicating increase/decrease in pressure loss coefficient
10
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highest sensitivity are on the suction side zone C, D and E. Zone C and E highlight areas
near Mach 1. An outward surface movement in zone C and E would increase the pressure
loss, by increasing the surface curvature on the suction side, leading to a higher Mach
Number and thus more loss. Contrary, an inward movement of zone D would decrease
the pressure loss over the vane. A lower Mach number would lead to less shock losses
and therefore to less pressure loss. On the pressure side of the turbine vane the highest
sensitivity for the pressure loss coefficient is near the upper TE, as highlighted by zone F.
An inward movement would reduce the surface curvature in area F and would thus lead
to less losses. The outward movement near the TE shows that the pressure loss would
increase, which might be caused by the increase in TE thickness.
4.2.3 Impact of Manufacturing Variations
The mass flow gradient deviation histogram for all 102 deformed meshes is shown in
Figure 9a. For the mass flow objective almost all deviations are positive, indicating that
the adjoint gradients underestimated the change in mass flow. In total around 90% of all
meshes have a gradient deviation of less than +10%, while only one deformed mesh has
a maximum deviation of +20%. Compared to the mass flow objective, the pressure loss
coefficient gradient deviations range from +10% to 70% as displayed in Figure 9b. The
average gradient deviation is around 35%.
The gradient deviations for the mass flow agree very well with the previous results from
the mass flow parameter study, which were around 2%. Considering that in this case the
complete blade surface is varied, an increased gradient deviation is acceptable. However,
the high average deviation for the pressure loss coefficient indicates a problem with the
implemented adjoint objective or a nonlinear flow response in regard to the pressure loss
objective.
Linear Flow Response
To investigate if the impact of the manufacturing variations may be regarded as linear,
the finite difference and adjoint gradients are plotted against each other for both objectives
as shown in Figure 10a and 10b. Additionally, the bisection is also displayed, proving the
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(b) Pressure loss coefficient objective
Figure 9: Adjoint gradient deviations in regard to finite differences
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Figure 10: Adjoint gradients versus finite difference gradients
linear relationship between the gradient couples.
The mass flow finite difference gradients clearly agree with the adjoint gradient results,
demonstrating that the mapped MVs can be evaluated by the linear adjoint approach.
The gradients for the pressure loss coefficient also show a linear behavior as displayed in
Figure 10b.
The computed adjoint gradients, however, deviate around 35% compared to the finite
differences. This almost constant deviation is caused by a geometrical artifact - inde-
pendent of adjoint computation - introduced during the mesh morphing. As previously
mentioned, the mesh morphing is only applied between 1 and 99% span, which leads to
a step-like edge at the transition point. The step height is dependent on the magnitude
of the MVs and leads to an additional pressure loss caused by nonlinear flow phenomena,
resulting in the adjoint gradient deviation. This problem will be addressed in a following
publication.
Despite this slight systematic deviation for one of the objectives, the adjoint method
correctly predicts sign and magnitude for all 102 deformed meshes. Thereby proving that
the applied MVs are small enough to be modeled by the adjoint method.
4.2.4 Computational Efficiency of the Adjoint-based Method
One of the main limitations of using RANS computations to evaluate the impact of
MVs is the linear dependency on the number of parameters and the computational cost
in run time. The adjoint approach, however, is independent of the number of parameters
and only requires an additional adjoint computations for each investigated objective.
Sagebaum et al. [12] measure the computational cost for the AdjointTrace AD solver
12
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Table 1: Numerical cost of adjoint
CPU RAM
Primal 1 1
Adjoint 1.3 8.8
Table 2: Computational time benefit
Approach RANS Adjoint Time
Nonlinear 102 - 100%
Adjoint 1 2 3.5%
with an increased CPU time factor of 1.5 and a memory factor of 8.3 compared to the
primal CFD evaluation. For the turbine vane considered in this work, these figures are
summarized in Table 1. It can be noticed that the performance registered for this test
case is very close to the observation made by Sagebaum et al. [12]. An adjoint evaluation
requires 30% more CPU time and 8.8 times more memory. The quantitative increase in
memory is mainly caused by the requirement to tape one primal iteration step of the
adjoint iteration.
Nevertheless, the main advantage is the reduction in run time as shown in Table 2.
The computation of 102 RANS evaluations takes 28 times longer, compared to one RANS
and two adjoint evaluations.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, an adjoint-based toolchain has been validated to quantify the impact of
MVs on aerodynamic performance. Two different adjoint versions, a hand-derived and
algorithmic-derived, of the CFD suite Trace were compared with each other in a systematic
parameter study. The adjoint gradients were validated against finite differences, showing
that the gradient accuracy is dependent on the objective and parameter, as well as that
the algorithmically-differentiated version is more accurate.
The adjoint-based toolchain was then applied to an industrial heavy duty turbine vane.
The MVs were derived from 102 optical white light scans, using a mesh morphing approach
to directly impose the MVs on the baseline geometry. The validation shows that the
adjoint method produces results of similar accuracy as RANS evaluations. Furthermore,
the results prove that the impact of MVs on mass flow and pressure loss is small enough
to be considered linear.
As shown, the adjoint-based approach is an alternative to computational expensive
RANS computations for evaluating the impact of MVs. A reduction by a factor of 28 was
achieved by applying the adjoint method, providing a fast and accurate tool for blade
design.
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